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Abstract: Following on from previous studies on motionless scatterometers based on the use of white light, we
propose a new experiment of white light scattering that should overtake the previous ones in most situations. The
set-up is very simple, as it requires only a broadband illumination source and a spectrometer to analyze light
scattering at a unique direction. After introducing the principle of the instrument, roughness spectra are extracted for
different samples and the consistency of results is validated at the intersection of bandwidths. The technique will be
of great use for samples that cannot be moved. © 2020 Optica Publishing Group

1. Introduction

Scattering techniques have been widely used since several
decades [1-7] to characterize surfaces of optical quality, that
is, with roughnesses much less than the illumination
wavelength. Scattered light can be of critical importance in
numerous domains, like for the ultimate performances of
optical filters, for advanced optical systems for astronomy
and space applications, or for microelectronics. For all these
applications, the reduction of roughness and surface defects
is a major issue, and the improvement of polishing
techniques has made possible the fabrication of surfaces
with roughnesses below a fraction of a nanometer [8-12]. In
parallel, measurements techniques were developed to
reliably detect the properties of these surfaces, and light
scattering has proven a very efficient, rapid and
non-invasive method to characterize all the requested
parameters [13-15]. Angle-resolved scatterometers [16-19]
today allow to reach an 8-decades dynamic below a
non-absorbing Lambertian pattern, in the whole angular
range and over a wide spectral region from the visible to
near-infrared.

In this context, many efforts were engaged to improve
the sensitivity or resolution of scatterometers, or to broaden
their frequency ranges, but other needs have also emerged.
For instance, some samples (large pieces, or pieces that
cannot be displaced) cannot be moved; or are difficult to
access; or do not allow to scan an angular range around
them; or require fast measurements to check the quality on
a production line. For all these situations, we recently
proposed an original scatterometer [20, 21] that is free of
any mechanical movement or wavelength scan. The system

works with white light (i.e. light with a wide wavelength
spectrum) which is spectrally shaped to form the
illumination beam, before scattering is measured at a unique
direction . The wavelength shaping is performed by twoθ

0
gratings coupled to a spatial light modulator [22], and a
feedback loop is necessary to obtain the programmable
filters , with the wavelength. Each filter placed in𝑇

𝑘
(λ) λ

front of the incident beam makes the white (broad-band)
scattering at direction to be proportional to a roughnessθ

0
moment , with the usual roughness (root mean squareδ

𝑘
δ

0
of the topography) and the slope root mean square ofδ

2
roughness. The result is a one-shot scatterometer (Fig.1)
that instantaneously provides roughness data in a specific
bandwidth [20, 21]. Note here that this “spectral shaping
scatterometer”, or white light scatterometer (WLS), does not
provide a direct access to the surface roughness spectra γ(ν)
which have been commonly used until now [7-16], and that
identify to the modulus square of the Fourier Transform of
the surface topography. However, if necessary, the
knowledge of all roughness moments allow to rebuild anδ

𝑘
 

autocorrelation function in a reduced bandwidth [20, 21].



Fig. 1: draft view of the “spectral shaping scatterometer” [20, 21].
The incident beam is white light

We propose here another original set-up still working
with white light, but which is much simpler. The benefits of
the previous one are retained to the extent that there is still
neither mechanical movement nor wavelength scan. The
principle again relies on a wavelength/angle equivalence,
where the two parameters ( ) define𝑤𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ λ, 𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒 θ
the spatial frequency ( ). The illuminationν∼ sin 𝑠𝑖𝑛 (θ)/λ 
beam is again a white light beam, but there is no spectral
shaping at the system entrance. Actually the white scattering
signal at a unique direction is collected by an optical fiberθ

0
and sent to a high-efficiency spectrometer, which allows to
separate and analyze the wavelength components of
scattering (Fig. 2). Each wavelength being separated by the
grating inside the spectrometer is then projected on a CCD
camera. This process is immediate since all the spectral
components are simultaneously analyzed by the CCD matrix.
Hence each CCD pixel is proportional to the value of𝑝

𝑖𝑗
γ

𝑖𝑗
the surface roughness spectrum at a specific frequency .ν

𝑖𝑗
This provides, after adequate calibration, the frequency
distribution of the surface roughness spectrum.

Note that the wavelength/angle equivalence has already
been used to broaden the frequency window of roughness
spectra, but the authors [17-19, 23, 24] proceeded to an
angular scan, in addition to a wavelength scan obtained
either with several laser lines or by placing a tunable
narrowband filter in front of a super-continuum laser. Hence
this second technique (it will be called a
“spectro-scatterometer”) is fully original in the sense that it
is again free of any mechanical movement or wavelength
scan. Furthermore, though both systems use white light,
there are 2 major differences with the previous spectral
shaping scatterometer :

▪ A passive spectrometer at the system output (case
of spectro-scatterometer) replaces the tunable
spectral shaping at the system entrance (case of
spectral shaping scatterometer), which strongly
reduces complexity and cost

▪ The spectro-scatterometer provides a direct access
to the surface roughness spectrum, unlike in the
case of the spectral shaping scatterometer (which
gives access to the roughness moments)

Fig. 2: draft view of the “spectrometer scatterometer” presented in
this work. The incident beam is white light

In this paper, we will present the experimental set-up of the
new spectro-scatterometer in section 2. Then we discuss
the calibration procedure in section 3. Section 4 is given for
the experimental results, with a validation procedure
discussed in section 5. Conclusion is drawn in section 6.

2. Experimental set-up

Figure 3 shows a functional representation of the
spectro-scatterometer experiment. As announced, it is much
less complex than the spectral shaping scatterometer
presented in our previous paper, which required a
wavelength shaping of the illumination beam [21]. Here, we
can use the raw spectrum of any white light source, with
enough power for the detection of light scattered by a
polished sample. The wavelength spectrum of the white
scattered intensity will be analyzed instantaneously in the
detection part, with the spectrometer.

The source that we use here is a supercontinuum laser
NKT EXB-6 identical to the previous set-up, and we still use
a splitter to select only the visible part of the spectrum. This
source is not polarized, with an output power in the visible
around 1W. We did not add any polarizer in the set-up, so
that we will consider only unpolarized light throughout this
paper. This incident light is collimated by an achromatic
reflective collimator. We added on the path of the beam a
long-pass filter with a cutoff wavelength of 425 nm, and a
short-pass filter with a cutoff wavelength of 925 nm. Indeed,
the version of our spectrometer is not equipped with any
order sorting device, which is commonly used to prevent
spurious effects due to the diffraction of higher orders of the
grating. With these two filters, we can prevent any parasitic
signal coming from this phemonenon. We also placed on the
path of the beam an optical density filter OD2 to adjust the
level of the light so as to avoid the saturation of the
spectrometer. This density filter is necessary for the
calibration step because the scattering of the lambertian
etalon sample is at a much higher level than scattering for a
polished sample. This filter will be removed for
low-roughness sample measurements.

A second reflective collimator collects the light scattered
by the sample at a fixed angle, and a fiber optic sends the



light to the detection element (the spectrometer). The fiber
is at a distance of 30 cm from the sample. Its diameter is 200

μm, so that the solid angle is around . The use of3.  10−5𝑠𝑟
optical fibers makes the change of detector (photodiode of
the previous set-up is replaced by a spectrometer) very easy,
as we just have to change the connection of the end of the
collection fiber. We used a VIS-NIR spectrometer from
WASATCH PHOTONICS, with a wavelength range comprised
between 400 nm and 1080 nm. The separation of the
wavelengths is obtained with a high transmission Volume
Phase Holographic grating, and a scientific-grade CCD with
1024 pixels of 14 µm x14 µm performs the detection. A f/2
input is used to collect more light. All these elements
maximize the efficiency and detectivity of this instrument.

Fig. 3: Schematic representation of the instantaneous
spectro-scatterometer ((NKT EXB-6: super-continuum laser source;
FOL1: fiber optic link 1; ERC: emission reflective collimator; SPF :
short-pass filter ; LPF : long-pass filter ; OD: Optical density filter;
RRC: receiving reflective collimator ; FOL2 : fiber optic link 2)

3. Calibration procedure

Although the set-up shows key differences with a classical
angle-resolved scatterometer (ARS), the calibration
procedure still relies on a Lambertian sample at normal
illumination. However the properties of this etalon sample
must be guaranteed in the whole spectral range. Its known
achromatic pattern can be written as:

(1)𝐼
𝐿

θ
0
, λ( ) =

[1−𝐴]𝑐𝑜𝑠 (θ
0
)

π

where A is the slight absorption of the lambertian and isθ
0

the angle at which we collect the scattered light in the
incidence plane. Inside the spectrometer, the white scattered
light at direction is diffracted by the grating, and thenθ

0
each pixel detects a part of the spectrum comprised in a
small interval determined by the size of the pixel and the∆λ
characteristics of the grating. We can thus write the signal
on each pixel as:𝑝

𝑖𝑗
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where ΔΩ is the solid angle of measurements for one pixel,
αg is the efficiency of the grating, K is the spectral response

of the detector and F is the power spectrum density of the
source. The integration is performed around . Note thatλ

𝑖𝑗
actually we work on a single line (j = constant) since all data
are recorded in the incidence plane. We consider that the
interval Δλ is enough small to approximate the functions
with constants in (2). In our case, we have Δλ=0.7 nm, hence
this hypothesis seems reasonable. We can then reformulate
the signal without the integration, that is:
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Then we consider a sample with a low roughness compared
to the illumination wavelength. For this type of sample, we
use the classical ARS formula of first-order scattering [7, 10,
25]:

𝐼
𝑠

𝑖, θ
0
, λ( ) = γ 𝑖, θ

0
, λ( )𝐶(𝑖,  θ

0
, λ)

(4)
Where γ is the roughness spectrum of the sample and C is an
optical factor independent of the topography. The
illumination angle is denoted i. As for the previous sample,
the detected signal on each pixel can be expressed as:
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and with the same approximation:
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(6)
From (3) and (6) we easily obtain the sample roughness
spectrum in function of the ratio between the signals
delivered by the etalon and the sample:
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At normal illumination ( = 0°), we obtain:𝑖
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As we already mentioned, the light is not polarized in this
experiment and we work in the incidence plane. Therefore,

the optical coefficient C will be expressed as (𝐶 = 1
2

, where Css is the coefficient in s polarization and𝐶
𝑠𝑠

+ 𝐶
𝑝𝑝

)
Cpp is the coefficient in p polarization [7, 10, 23]. At this step,
measurements can be proceeded: the two signals ( and )𝑆

𝑠
 𝑆

𝐿

are measured, the etalon absorption ( ) is known, and< 10−2

the optical factor is calculated versus wavelength. Note that
the achromatic dispersion of substrate materials can be
taken into account when necessary.

4. Measurements

The next goal is to validate the technique. For these first
measurements, the detectivity of the instrument is not
optimized and that is why we choose samples that are not
too low in scattering, while remaining within the framework
of the first order approximation (low
roughness-to-wavelength ratio). We considered two types of



samples. The first is the non-super- polished face of a silicon
wafer, which is around 10 nm roughness. The second is a
polished black glass sample (around 1 nm roughness) that
we coated with 200 nm of aluminum; the reason for this Al
coating is to increase the scattering (by a factor >20), while
we know that the Al layer reproduces the glass roughness [1,
2]. Note that the two samples are opaque so that the whole
scattering originates from their front surfaces that we
characterize.

For these experiments the scattering direction is
. For each measurement, the integration time, thatθ

0
= 30°

can be comprised between 3 ms and 7 s, is adjusted to avoid
saturation of the spectrometer, which intervenes at 65000
counts. In Fig.4, we give the broad-band scattering from the
lambertian etalon and from the Si sample under test. The
wavelength range is 490 nm- 905 nm. Due to the absence of
chromatic coatings, the curves look similar in shape. The
ratio of these two curves gives the roughness spectrum of
the Si sample plotted in Fig. 5. The same data were recorded
for the Al sample, whose roughness spectrum is also plotted
in Fig.5. For better accuracy, the complex index dispersion of
Si and Al was considered [26] in the calculation of the C
factor involved in relation (8). We observe that the Al
spectrum exhibits a lower slope and a lower amplitude.
Integration of these spectra gives the roughness in the
bandwidth of measurements (see next section) [7, 27, 28].
The result is and correspondingδ

𝑠𝑖
= 3. 7 𝑛𝑚 δ

𝐴𝑙
= 0. 2 𝑛𝑚

to this range of spatial frequencies. Note that these values
are lower than those that would be obtained with a classical
angle resolved set-up (see next section), because of a
narrower bandwidth. Expanding the bandwidth would
however be possible using a source with a wider wavelength
range.

Fig. 4 : White signals measured by the spectro-scatteromter after
scattering on the silicon sample (left, integration time is 900 ms)

and on the lambertian sample (right, integration time is 8 ms) for a
detector placed at 30°.

Fig. 5 : Roughness spectra determined for the Si sample and the Al
sample

5. Consistency of results

As is often the case, given that this system is entirely new, it
is interesting to carry out different tests to check the
consistency and compliance of the results. The roughness
values could be first compared to those issued from a
classical ARS [16-19]. But there is also another key test to
test the procedure itself and the principles, which consists in
the exploration of different bandwidths in which the spectra
would overlap at their intersections [24, 27, 28].

For that we change the scattering direction and iterateθ
0

the results for a series of angles Since the bandwidth isθ
0
.

given by BW = [ , with and the(θ
0
)

𝑠𝑖𝑛 (θ
0
)

λ
𝑚𝑎𝑥

;  
𝑠𝑖𝑛 (θ

0
)

λ
𝑚𝑖𝑛

] λ
𝑚𝑖𝑛

 λ
𝑚𝑎𝑥

minimum and maximum wavelengths, this bandwidth is
modified for each angle . Hence with this procedure oneθ

0
can measure the scattering signals in different bandwidths
that overlap, and the key point is to check that all roughness
spectra overlap at the intersection of bandwidths [24, 27,
28]. In other words, this means that we measure the
spectrum at the same spatial frequency ( ),ν∼ sin 𝑠𝑖𝑛 (θ

0
)/λ 

but at a different angle and wavelength.
In our set-up, the extreme wavelengths are the limits of

the recorder spectrum. In our case, we have λ
𝑚𝑖𝑛

= 490 𝑛𝑚 
and , these limits being determined by theλ

𝑚𝑎𝑥
= 905 𝑛𝑚

spectral response of the spectrometer. They could be
expanded by the use of spectrometers with broader range.
Consequently, the spectra will be slightly shifted in terms of
spatial frequencies when the angle of detection is changed.

We show on Fig. 6 the roughness spectra measured on
the silicon wafer for 5 different angles comprised between

and . We observe that the shifted spectraθ
0

= 20° θ
0

= 60°
at different angles all recover well, so that the results are
rather successful. It is interesting to stress that the complex
index dispersion of Si is necessary to ensure the overlapping
of spectra. Note that the total range of spatial frequencies

that we can access here is ,[0. 4 10−3𝑛𝑚−1, 1. 7 10−3𝑛𝑚−1 ]
which corresponds approximately to the measurement
range of a classical ARS. Eventually if we integrate the
roughness spectrum in this range, we obtain a roughness
value of 9 nm, in good agreement with the expected value
for the non-polished face of a silicon wafer.



Fig. 6 : Roughness spectra measured for the silicon wafer in
different bandwidths, that is, for different positions of the detector

The same procedure was operated for the Al sample.
Remind that this is a glass sample coated with 200 nm of
aluminum, so that it is opaque in our wavelength range. In
this manner, we cancel potential effects due to the
transparency or fluorescence of the glass. For a better
precision, we included in our calculation the spectral
dispersion of the real and imaginary part of the index of
aluminum. This condition is necessary to reach good
overlapping of spectra. Results are plotted in Fig. 7. Though
they are again satisfying, we notice a slight offset. It could be
explained by the presence of impurities like dusts remaining
on the surface that disturb the spectra and that have more
influence when the roughness is low [13, 29]. The small
oscillations on the spectra are consistent with this
hypothesis, as this type of signal is typically generated by
these defects. This slight offset could also originate from
bulk scattering, luminescence, or from uncertainties in the
dispersion law of aluminum.

The integrated value of roughness obtained on the whole
range is 0.5 nm, which is a satisfactory value for an Al coated
polished glass sample.

To conclude this section, it should be noticed that we
have used several angles in order to check the consistency of
the results. With all these angles, the bandwidth of the white
light set-up is obviously similar to that of a classical ARS
set-up. But in general, the white-light set-up is not intended
to be used at several angles. The bandwidth will therefore be
reduced, unless the wavelength range is widened as outlined
at the end of the previous section.

Fig. 7 : Roughness spectra measured for the Al sample in different
bandwidths, that is, for different positions of the detector

6. Conclusion

Extending previous studies on motionless scatterometers
based on the use of white light [20, 21], we propose a new
method that we believe is superior for most situations. The
set-up is very simple, as it mainly requires only a broadband
illumination source and a spectrometer (both are
commercially available) to analyze light scattering at a
unique direction. Spectral shaping of the illumination beam
is not required with the new method, which simplifies
implementation. Furthermore, we have a direct access to the
roughness spectrum, instead of the roughness moments of
the previous version. This makes easier the comparison with
other existing ARS scatterometers.

After calibration with a lambertian sample, the method
was validated with measurements performed on two
samples, a silicon wafer (9 nm roughness) and a black glass
sample over-coated with Aluminum (0.5 nm). In order to
check the consistency of results, we modified the scattering
direction to shift the frequency bandwidths. The roughness
spectra showed an excellent overlap at the intersection of
bandwidths, which proves a successful test. Furthermore,
the integrated values of roughness were in good agreement
with the expected values for each type of sample.

This set-up thus provides instantaneous measurements
of the surface roughness spectra with a simple and flexible
experiment. As in the case of the previous motionless white
light scatterometers, the new method provides results over a
reduced range of spatial frequencies as compared to those of
angle-resolved scatterometers [18]. To extend the range, it is
possible to use spectrometers with a wider spectral
response, which are also commercially available. For
instance, the spectrometers from WASATCH PHOTONICS are
able to cover the range [250 nm; 1600 nm]. In all cases, the
technique will be of great use for samples that cannot be
moved.
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